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Frequently Asked Questions 

Moving from High Risk to Moderate Risk 

Effective: May 1, 2020 

To read the Color-coded Phased Health Guidelines in its entirety:  

Color-coded Health Guidelines 

 
GENERAL QUESTIONS 

On May 1, 2020, Utah’s governor moves the state from High Risk to 
Moderate Risk to reactivate the economy while stabilizing public health. 

These guidelines may provide appropriate flexibility for regions within the state to 
proactively protect public health, reactivate the Utah economy, and minimize 
damage to Utah’s quality of life. These recommendations are subject to modification 
and may be superseded by county of local health department guidance. 

 

Q: What do these risk levels mean? 
A: As part of the Utah Leads Together plan, the governor’s taskforce identified how 
COVID-19 would disrupt Utah’s economy and community health and provided 
appropriate recommendations to limit COVID-19 spread. Each color represents a level 
of risk/disruption: High Risk (red), Moderate Risk (orange), Low Risk (yellow), and 
Normal Risk (green). Each category provides recommendations of the type of 
appropriate activities. 

Q: Does Moderate Risk mean I can resume my normal activities prior to 
COVID-19? 
A: No. Moderate Risk allows high-contact businesses to operate under strict protocols. 
The Stay Home. Stay Safe. directives will still be in place and we ask residents to 
continue to social distance, leave home infrequently, stay 6 feet away from others when 
outside the home, and limit the amount of people interacting in a group. 

Q: Can I get together in groups larger than 10? 
A: Yes. However, the number of people is still decreased. Groups should still maintain 
social distancing guidelines and social interactions should be in groups of 20 or fewer. 

Q: Do I need to wear a face mask? 
A: Yes. Face masks should be worn in public spaces especially when it’s difficult to 
maintain six foot distance.  

https://coronavirus-download.utah.gov/Health/Phased%20Health%20Guidelines%20V3.pdf
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Q: How long is this expected to last? 
A: According to the governor’s phased in plan, the ‘Stabilization’ phase is intended to 
last for 10-14 weeks.  

 
GENERAL PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

 
Q: Can I get together with people outside my household? 
A: Yes. However, those who are high-risk or vulnerable should limit attending 
gatherings of any number of people outside of your residence. Groups should still 
maintain social distancing guidelines and social interactions should be in groups of 20 
or fewer that have followed social distancing and hygiene practices for two weeks. 

Q: How do we protect our ‘high-risk’ individuals? 
A: High-risk individuals are those over 65, those living at senior living facilities, and 
those of all ages with underlying medical conditions. Limit interactions with individuals 
outside your home, not visiting areas such as hospitals, nursing homes, or other 
residential care facilities and limit essential travel. 

Q: What type of travel is allowed? 
A: We ask individuals to be mindful of their travel and limit it to essential travel: 

1. Safely relocated by an individual whose home or residence is unsafe. 

2. Care for a family member or friend in the same household or another 
household. 

3. Transport a child according to existing parenting time schedules or other 
visitation schedules. 

4. Care for pets, including travel to a veterinarian. 

5. Seek emergency services. 

6. Obtain medications and medical services. 

7. Donate blood. 

8. Obtain food and other grocery items, gasoline, supplies required to work from 
home, and products needed to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential 
operation of homes and residences, businesses, and personally owned 
vehicles, including automobiles and bicycles. 

9. Perform work if you cannot telework. 

10. Transport/deliver essential goods. 

11. Engage in recreational and outdoor activities. 

12. Laundromats and dry cleaners. 

13. Return to a home or place of residence. 

Q: Can individuals participate in team sports? 
A: No. Do not engage in close-contact or team sports with individuals outside of your 
household unless sanctioned by its professional organization.  
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Q: What are some of the guidelines for outdoor recreation? 
A: Individuals should remain 6 feet apart who are not a part of their household while 
engaging in outdoor activities (e.g. walking, hiking, running, bicycling, hunting, fishing, 
etc.). Do not congregate at trailheads, parks, or other outdoor spaces. 

Q: Are playgrounds open? 
A: Public playgrounds are closed at this time. 

Q: Can I go to a swimming pool? 
A: Pools are allowed to operate at 50% capacity, one swimmer per lane, and no 
congregating on pool decks. 

 
 

BUSINESS AND EMPLOYEE QUESTIONS 
 
Q: Are dine-in services allowed? 
A: Yes. Dine-in services, including buffets, are allowed to open with limitations on group 
size, spacing, sanitation, and social distancing. Restaurants may have changes to their 
operating hours, please call ahead to inquire. Take-out, curbside pickup, or delivery 
options are encouraged. Prevent people from self-serving any items that are food 
related. 

Q: Can I use my reusable bags at the grocery store? 
A: No. Patrons should not be allowed to bring their own bags. 

Q: Are hospitality, tourism, and accommodations fitness centers and pools 
allowed to be open? 
A: Yes. However, it is recommended that fitness centers and gyms to remain closed. If 
they decide to open they should follow strict distancing and cleaning guidance. 

Q: How is housekeeping affected for hospitality, tourism, and 
accommodations? 
A: Discontinue or decrease housekeeping services to prevent transmission between 
rooms during guest stays. 

Q: Can I attend a cultural or entertainment event? 
A: Yes, with limitations. A 10-foot distance must be maintained between individual 
household groups at all times while seated. It is the business’ responsibility to ensure 
safe distancing restrictions are met. 

Q: Can I attend a cultural or entertainment event? 
A: Yes, with limitations. A 10-foot distance must be maintained between individuals 
household groups at all time while seated. 

Q: Are concessions allowed to be open? 
A: Yes, with limitations. Serving and seating protocols need to be consistent with 
restaurant guidance. Encourage contactless payment and to the extent reasonable, 
serve grab-n-go food items. Any concession/restaurant seating needs to be compliant 
with restaurant dine-in recommendations. 
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Q: Can I attend a cultural or entertainment event? 
A: Yes, with limitations. A 10-foot distance must be maintained between individuals 
household groups at all times while seated. 

Q: Are Personal Service businesses allowed to be open? 
A: Yes, with limitations. Both service provider and client must wear face coverings; 
services that cannot be performed without face coverings must not be rendered (e.g. 
beard trimming, some waxing, some piercing services, etc.). These businesses must 
follow additional guidance. 

Q: Are gyms and fitness centers allowed to be open? 
A: Yes. However, it is recommended that fitness centers and gyms to remain closed. If 
they decide to open they should follow strict distancing and cleaning guidance. 

Q: How many children can attend my daycare? 
A: Groups must be restricted to a group of 20 unless a wall can physically separate 
each group. 

 

 
OTHER QUESTIONS 

 

Q: What if I can’t find the answers to my question in this document? 
A: Please reach out to the Weber-Morgan Health Department at 801-399-7777, visit 
our website www.webermorganhealth.org/coronavirus, or through our Facebook. 

 

http://www.webermorganhealth.org/coronavirus
https://www.facebook.com/webermorganhealth
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